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Connected autonomous vehicles are considered as mitigators of issues such as trac con-
gestion, road safety, inecient fuel consumption, and pollutant emissions that current road
transportation system suers from. Connected Autonomous vehicles utilise communication
systems to enhance the performance of autonomous vehicles and consequently improve trans-
portation by enabling cooperative functionalities, namely, cooperative sensing and coopera-
tive manoeuvring. The former refers to the ability to share and fuse information gathered from
vehicle sensors and road infrastructures to create a better understanding of the surrounding
environment while the latter enables groups of vehicles to drive in a co-ordinated way which
ultimately results in a safer and more ecient driving environment. However, there is a gap
in understanding how and to what extent connectivity can contribute in improving the e-
ciency, safety and performance of autonomous vehicles. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to
investigate the potential benets that can be achieved from connected autonomous vehicles
through analysing ve use-cases: (i)vehicle platooning, (ii) lane changing, (iii) intersection
management, (iv) intersection management, and (v) road friction estimation. The current
paper highlights that although connectivity can enhance the performance of autonomous ve-
hicles and contribute to improvement of current transportation system performance, the level
of achievable benets depends on factors such as the penetration rate of connected vehicles,
the number of autonomous vehicles, trac scenarios, and the way of augmenting o-board
information into vehicle control systems.
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1. Introduction
Road safety, ineective use of the roadway infrastructure, inecient fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions are the main challenges associated with the current transporta-
tion system [1]. In terms of road safety, it is noted that about 92% of the road crashes
are mainly caused by human recognition errors (e.g. drivers inattention, drivers distrac-
tions, and inadequate surveillance) and human decision errors (e.g. driving too fast, false
assumption of others actions, and misjudgement of gap or others speed) [2, 3]. Also,
it is remarked that erroneous drivers decisions are not only responsible for road fatal-
ities but also for the underuse of road infrastructure and excessive fuel consumption.
For instance, it was shown in [4] that erroneous driving styles which include excessive
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acceleration/braking and engine idling have a notable negative impact on fuel consump-
tion (e.g. an increase of about 3-5 litres per 100km) and emission pollutions. Also, it
has been noted that current road infrastructures are not operated at their maximum
capacity by human driven vehicles and only 11% of the road lane length of highways
are occupied by vehicles while the remaining 89% represents the gaps that the drivers
need to maintain behind other vehicles in order to feel safe while driving at high speed
[1]. Connected Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) which benet from autonomous vehicle and
connected vehicle technologies are considered as a potential mitigator of current trans-
portation system challenges. It is noted that an autonomous vehicle is able to perceive its
environment, and use control systems to autonomously plan vehicle motion and decide
vehicle manipulation commands. Autonomous vehicles can improve road safety through
precise control of the position and velocity (e.g. tight control of inter-vehicular distances)
and smaller reaction time compared with human driven vehicles [1]. Furthermore, they
can operate the engine and vehicle powertrain in regions with high eciency resulting in
a reduction of fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. However, the performance of
non-connected autonomous vehicles in dierent manoeuvring scenarios and trac con-
ditions are restricted due to limitation of on-board sensing systems (e.g. direct line of
sight, sensor accuracy in wide range of environment conditions, sensor operation range,
etc.). On the other hand, connected vehicles refer to those vehicles which are capable of
exchanging information with other vehicles or roadside infrastructures by using wireless
communication technologies [5]. Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) communication technologies enable vehicles to access external information that
cannot be directly obtained through on-board vehicle sensing systems (e.g. the position
of vehicles beyond the line of sight, trac data ahead, and roadway conditions). This ex-
ternal information can be fused with on-board observation to create a better perception of
the surrounding environment. It is reported in [6, 7] that equipping autonomous vehicles
with communication systems signicantly enhance their performance and consequently
the eciency of transportation systems. Also, it enables cooperative manoeuvring which
is the ability to jointly plan trajectories and decisions so that a common goal for the eet,
e.g. minimisation of fuel consumption while preserving safety, can be achieved [8]. It is
noted that cooperative manoeuvring is not possible neither with the sole use of connected
vehicles nor with autonomous vehicles but it is a feature that emerges when connectiv-
ity is added to autonomous vehicles. The potential of a Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X)
platform in expanding the capabilities of autonomous vehicles was initially investigated
through European research projects such as Cybercars-2 [9], SARTRE [10], and Au-
toNet2030 [11], just to name a few. The project Cybercars-2 (2006-2009) focused on the
design, development, prototyping, and on-road testing of cooperative driving manoeu-
vers, such as overtaking, and crossing intersections not operated by trac lights [9]. The
results showed that in a cooperative driving environment, safety can be guaranteed while
performing potentially hazardous manoeuvres such as overtaking a stationary obstacle in
a single carriageway. The SARTRE project (2009-2012) focused on developing strategies
to operate vehicle platoons on normal public highways with the aim to improve fuel e-
ciency, safety, and reduce congestion. Results from the project showed that fuel savings
(potentially up to 20%) can be achieved as a result of cooperative platooning. The Au-
toNet2030 (2013-2016) project studied how connected autonomous vehicles can negotiate
manoeuvers and interact with manually driven vehicles in a safe and reliable way by two
demonstrations [11], i.e. (i) vehicle platooning in mixed trac and (ii) vehicle cooperation
in low speed driving scenarios (i.e. car following, merging, lane changing, and intersec-
tions). Currently there are research projects in the UK which aim to further investigate
the use of V2X for autonomous vehicles. For instance, the target of the project UKCITE
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(2016-18) is to create an environment for real-time testing of connected autonomous
vehicles [12]. It involves equipping over 40 miles of urban roads, dual-carriageways and
motorways within Coventry and Warwickshire with V2X technologies. The i-MOTORS
project (2016 - 2018) is devoted to developing a vehicular cloud computing platform that
fuses data from vehicles with information from the road environment to create dynamic
maps and real-time alerts of possible roadway hazards [13]. Expected benets from the
i-MOTORS project are twofold, (i) reduction in fuel consumption and travel time by
considering real time trac data for active route planning, and (ii) improvement in road
safety via car platooning. The G-ACTIVE project (2016 - 2019) targets a reduction of
fuel consumption for passenger and light duty road vehicles for a range of drivetrain
architectures (conventional, electric and hybrid electric) by leveraging o-board data in-
cluding trac condition and timing of trac lights [14]. This o-board information will
be used to simultaneously optimize drivetrain energy and vehicle driving speed. The aim
of the CARMA project (2016-2021) is to develop and test a cooperative automated driv-
ing technology based on a distributed control system enabled by an ultra-low latency
and highly reliable cloud-based infrastructure [15]. Although there are several past and
on-going research activities in the domain of CAV technology, the potentials and limita-
tions of this technology in addressing the issues of current transportation system is not
well investigated [16]. Therefore, this paper is devoted to analysing achievable benets of
exploiting o-board data gathered via V2X communications, and inter-vehicular cooper-
ation on autonomous vehicles. To investigate the potentials and limitations of CAVs, a
set of ve use-cases is chosen and analysed through the results presented in the current
technical literature. The rst four use cases (i.e. vehicle platooning, lane change, intersec-
tion management and energy management) have been selected to show examples of how
connectivity can support cooperative manoeuvring thereby improving road transporta-
tion whereas the last use-case (i.e. cooperative road friction estimation) is dedicated to
demonstrating how perception of the surrounding environment can be improved when
vehicles cooperatively share their local perception knowledge. The analysis of coopera-
tive localisation systems has been performed in a separate work by the authors and is
reported in [17].
The remainder of the paper is organised as follow. Section 2 and Section 3 investigate
the benets of cooperative driving in highway scenarios. Section 2 is devoted to the anal-
ysis of vehicle platooning while Section 3 examines lane change manoeuvres supported
by communication systems. Intersection management is analysed in Section 4 to study
achievable benets through V2X communication systems in urban environments. In Sec-
tion 5 it is discussed how o-board information gathered via communication systems can
be used to reduce energy consumption. Cooperative estimation of the road friction for
supporting on-board safety systems of CAVs is analysed in Section 6. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section 7.
2. Vehicle Platooning
A vehicle platoon is a group of two or more consecutive automated vehicles, also denoted
as a string of vehicles, traveling along a highway in the same lane with a short inter-
vehicle distance and at the same velocity. Typically, spacing strategy (also denoted as
spacing policy) has been used to dene the required inter-vehicular distance, while the
target speed is decided by either a lead vehicle (the rst vehicle in the string which can
be either an autonomous or human driven vehicle) or, if available, by the road infrastruc-
ture which acts as a virtual leader [18]. There are several benets of organising the road
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vehicles in platoons, for instance (i) increasing trac ow while reducing trac shock
waves, (ii) reducing fuel consumption and pollutant emissions, and (iii) improving road
safety. Vehicle platooning also improves drivers comfort through (i) providing drivers
the opportunity to focus on other activities during the trip, and (ii) generating smooth
speed variations resulting in having less jerk compared with vehicles under human con-
trol. It is noted that the key parameters for increasing trac ow through platooning
are the inter-vehicular distance and the number of vehicle participating in the platoon
(i.e., platoon lenght). The trac ow increases when the inter-vehicular gap reduces or
the number of the vehicles in a string increases. In the case that all vehicles of a highway
are organised in sets of platoons, it is possible to increase trac ow about four times
and reach a value up to 8000 vehicle/hour/lane for automated highways [19]. However,
in a mixed trac scenario, the achievable trac ow and reduction of shock waves in-
crease as the fraction of vehicles grouped in platoons increases [20, 21]. Shortening the
inter-vehicular distances also results in a reduction of fuel consumption of the platoon
due to the reduction of aerodynamic drag force acting on each vehicle in the eet. As
documented by the earliest outcome of the PATH program [22, 23] the aerodynamic
drag force experienced by platoons reduces when the inter-vehicular gap reduces or the
number of vehicles in the platoon increases. Furthermore, the average reduction in the
drag force approaches a limit as the number of platoon members increase and this limit
is a function of inter-vehicular spacing. The reduction of aerodynamic drag force results
into the reduction of required drive torque and therefore less fuel consumption, which is
expected to be on average 20% for the inter-vehicular gap of 0.2 vehicle length (about
1 meter). Similar conclusion regarding fuel eciency of vehicles operating in platoons
have also been drawn more recently in [24, 25]. It is noted that, as human driver reaction
time (of about 0.25 s) is too large to guarantee collision avoidance while driving with
such reduced inter-vehicular distances, high vehicle automation is required to implement
platoon scenarios [26] which also improve road safety through tight control of the inter-
vehicular gap and speed [27]. However, it is worth mentioning that excessive shortening
of inter-vehicular distance can have a negative impact on the passengers comfort [28].
Platoons of autonomous vehicles must guarantee two stability criteria: (i) individual ve-
hicle stability and (ii) string stability. Individual stability requires that the dierence
between the reference inter-vehicular gap and the actual one (spacing error) converges
to zero when the lead vehicle has a constant speed [29, 30]. The convergence speed of
the spacing error to zero, known as \stability margin" is used as an index to evaluate
the performance of the platoon in establishing the required cooperative motion [31, 32].
String stability refers to the stability of all vehicles traveling together in the platoon and
needs to be robust against perturbations of motion of the lead vehicle [33]. Unstable
strings of vehicles can induce trac waves which force the following vehicles into sud-
den accelerations/decelerations, slowdown or standstill, thus reducing trac ow and
drivers comfort, while increasing at the same time fuel consumption [34] and the pos-
sibility of rear-end collisions [35]. It is noted that autonomous vehicles that adjust the
inter-vehicular distance based only on the position of the lead vehicle (measured through
local sensors) have limited capability to be operated in platoons [35, 36]. Furthermore,
the limitation of autonomous vehicles to be organised in platoons depends also on the
platoon spacing strategies. In the context of vehicle platooning, spacing strategies are
mainly classied as: (i) constant policy, and (ii) headway policy (also known as velocity-
dependent spacing policy). When a constant policy is adopted, the inter-vehicular gap is
independent from the velocities of the vehicles. This policy can increase throughput more
than the headway policy, and has been used initially to show the benets of automated
highways to increase road capacity [25]. On the other hand, in the headway policy, each
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. a) Platoon scenario presented in [39] and b) platoon scenario presented in [40]. Grey arrows indicate
the communication links carrying data among vehicles
vehicle adapts the inter-vehicular distance linearly based on its own speed and the time
headway where reducing the time headway will increase the achievable benets from pla-
tooning. However, it is noted that, for both constant and headway policies, maintaining
the string stability is a major concern. For the constant policy, it was proven that the
string stability cannot be guaranteed when platoon control systems make decision based
only on the inter-vehicular gap [37, 38] while for the headway policy the string stability
suers when reducing the time headway [33, 35]. Through V2X communication, it is
possible to mitigate the limitations of both constant and headway policies. For instance,
a multitude of information obtained from all or a fraction of the vehicles in the platoon
(e.g. acceleration of the lead vehicle, spacing error of other vehicles in the string, vehicles
position, velocity and accelerations etc.) can guarantee the string stability of constant
policy [37]. On the other hand, in the headway policy, CAVs can reach time headway
up to 0.6 s [39]. Although achieving the time headways less than 0.6 s is possible for
CAVs, experimental studies have shown that passengers condence accepts time head-
ways up to 0.6 s [28] while preserving string stability. Therefore, by increasing the range
of information shared by vehicles in a platoon, better performance in terms of string
stability can be achieved. For instance, in [39] it was shown that by including informa-
tion from the vehicle ahead the lead vehicle (dened as second lead vehicle) into the
control actions of subject vehicle1 (see Figure 1a), it is possible to reduce the minimum
time headways with respect to the case where only information from the lead vehicle
was used without jeopardizing string stability. Another example is documented in [40]
where it was proven that by including information from the following vehicle into the
computation of the acceleration of the subject vehicle (see Figure 1b), it is possible to
preserve the cooperative motion also when one of the vehicle in the string has limited
speed performance compared to the other vehicles in the eet. Thus, there is a proof from
literature that varying the number of communication links has an eect on the string
stability of a platoon. The idea of improving the performance and robustness of vehicle
platoons by increasing the number of communication links between vehicles has recently
motivated researchers to investigate the possibility of coordinating vehicle motion by
using dierent communication network topologies2 between vehicles of a platoon; see for
instance [42, 43] and references therein. The focus of the platoon control system is then
to guarantee platoon formation and stability independently from the underlying com-
munication network topology while assuring robustness to uncertain and time varying
communication delays.
However, the current literature does not provide a systematic approach either for the
selection of the underlying network topology or for the information that vehicles in the
platoon should share to achive the synchronised motion, and usually only platoons with
1Subject vehicle refers to the autonomous vehicle, performing a given task or maneuver, e.g. a lane change, crossing
an intersection, cooperative driving in a platoon etc.
2A communication network topology is dened as the connectivity structure of the vehicular network [41], i.e. the
pattern in which vehicles are connected in the platoon via wireless communications.
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Figure 2. General control architecture for vehicle platooning.
homogenous vehicles (i.e. with equal acceleration/deceleration capability, equal actuator
delays etc.) with the same preferences (such as spacing policy, time headway, etc.) are
considered.
The information shared among the vehicles for maintaining the synchronised motion
of the platoon depend on the vehicle dynamic model used for the design of platoon con-
trol algorithms. Usually, when the control objective is to impose individual and string
stability, only the longitudinal vehicle dynamics is considered. According to the auto-
motive literature, the longitudinal control system architecture for vehicle platooning is
hierarchical where it is composed by an upper-level controller, known also as Coopera-
tive Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) system, and a low-level controller [44, 45]. The
former determines either the desired acceleration or driving/braking torque for each vehi-
cle based on information collected from its neighbours, while the latter is instead locally
used to generate for each vehicle the throttle and/or brake commands required to exactly
track the desired references as planned by the upper-level CACC. Figure 2 depicts the
two-level platoon control architecture where the Estimation & Ambient Condition block
is used to reconstruct information not directly measured (such as the air mass incoming
into the engine) by on-board sensors and provide ambient data (such as road slope) to
the Inner-loop low level controller, while the Localisation block is used to localise the
vehicle on a Local Dynamic Map (LDM). The reference speed is provided to the leader
by planning controllers, e.g., speed optimisation controllers for the minimisation of the
fuel consumption of the eet (see Section 5 for further details on speed optimisation
supported by V2X communication), and the V2X devices are used to gather information
from the neighbouring vehicle in the platoon.
It is noted that both the upper and the low-level controllers are designed based on the
longitudinal vehicle dynamics. However, models with dierent delity have been used to
capture the longitudinal motion, for instance, detailed models are adopted for designing
inner-loop controllers while simple models are exploited to design CACC algorithms.
Furthermore, it is noted that several simplied longitudinal vehicle models have been
adopted in the technical literature for devising of CACC strategies. These models can be
classied based on the order of the resulting dynamical system (i.e., the number of dier-
ential equations describing the vehicle state or motion) and they might contain nonlinear
terms such as drag force and rolling resistance. Typically, simplied longitudinal vehicle
dynamics are described using (i) rst-order models (single integrators), (ii) second-order
models (double integrators and linear/nonlinear damper-mass systems), and third-order
models (linear/nonlinear third-order systems). When single integrators (rst-order mod-
els) are used the vehicle state is the vehicle position and the vehicle velocity is used as
control action [46]. On the other hand, second-order models describe the vehicle as a
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point mass where the vehicle state variables are the longitudinal vehicle position and
velocity while the longitudinal acceleration is used as control action [31, 47{49]. In case
the drag force and rolling resistance are neglected, second-order models reduce to double-
integrators [31]. On the contrary, if the drag force is relevant (e.g., in the case of platoons
of trucks or cars driving at high speed), the longitudinal vehicle dynamics is described
through a damper-mass system [47], which is linear when a linear approximation of the
drag action is used [48]. In the case of third-order models the vehicle is still described
as a point mass but an additional state is introduced to consider the time-lag in the
longitudinal acceleration due to, for instance, the vehicle powertrain and engine dynam-
ics, thus the control action is usually the reference driving/braking torque or the desired
acceleration [32, 50].
First and second-order models have been considered in the literature to simplify the
control design and the closed-loop analysis of platoon control system especially with
respect of the platoon length, i.e., the number of vehicles in the platoon. For example,
in [46] the single-integrator model was used to analytically show that the magnitude of
the control action can scale with respect to the root of the platoon length. In [31] the
double-integrator model was adopted to prove that the stability margin goes to zero
as the inverse of the square of the platoon length when the bidirectional topology3 is
used. In [48] it was shown that string stability can be preserved in presence of commu-
nication latency if the information shared through the V2X links are augmented with
the leader velocity information. This result was achieved by using a second-order vehicle
model which included also the drag force. However, to facilitate the closed-loop analysis
a linear drag force was considered together with the perfect knowledge of the vehicle
parameters. Consequently, unavoidable parameter mismatches and unmodelled nonlin-
earities can jeopardise string stability and safety in real working conditions. The need
to design robust platoon algorithms with respect to vehicle nonlinearities and parame-
ter uncertainties has been discussed for instance in [47] where a nonlinear damper-mass
system with unknown parameters was used to model the longitudinal motion. In [47] au-
thors suggested using a nonlinear controller with adaptive parameters to tackle vehicle
uncertainties and disturbances while achieving string stability for bidirectional topolo-
gies. It is noted that when rst and second-order models are exploited for the design of
CACC strategies, it is implicitly assumed that the control action can be instantaneously
imposed to the vehicle. On the other hand, this assumption might not be fullled due
to inevitable parasitic delays and lags of the powertrain, sensors and actuators, which
can jeopardise stability and performance of platoon control systems. In accordance to
[35], a lumped parasitic delay and lag are the combined result of pure time delays and
lags in (i) the engine response, (ii) the throttle actuator, (iii) the brake actuator, and
(iv) low-pass lters used for sensors such as engine manifold pressure sensor, wheel speed
sensor etc. In [35] authors also proved that when vehicles in the platoon receive only
information from the predecessor vehicle, the time-headway has to be at least double of
the sum of the lumped parasitic delay and lag to guarantee string stability, thus increas-
ing inter-vehicular distance which results in less fuel eciency and road usage [51]. For
a constant spacing policy and vehicles modelled as a second-order point-mass system,
authors have proven in [52] that string stability is preserved in presence of unknown but
upper-bounded time-lags by reducing the magnitude of the control gains which might
reduce platoon stability margins.
To systematically consider delays and time-lags, third-order vehicle models are used
3The topology is said to be bidirectional when each platoon vehicle gets information only from the predecessor
vehicle and the follower vehicle (see also Figure 1b).
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where an additional state is added to the aforementioned point-mass systems to capture
either the dynamics of the acceleration of the vehicle or its torque. Usually, the additional
equation is a low pass linear lter with unitary gain and time constant equal to a lumped
value of the lags of the powertrain, sensors and actuators. The input to the lter is either
the desired vehicle acceleration [32, 39, 53], desired driving/braking torque [50, 54], or a
delayed version of these quantities to model also a lumped delay of the powertrain, sensors
and actuators [35]. The analysis of the technical literature have shown that the lumped
time-lag ranges from 200 ms to 800 ms, while the time-delay is with 20 ms and 250 ms
[55]. Furthermore, both linear and nonlinear third-order vehicle models have been used
for platoon control design. A nonlinear third-order model has been recently considered
in [50] for the design of an optimal network based platoon strategy which also guarantees
that the desired driving/braking torque is conned to a preassigned set. An additional
example of the use of nonlinear third-order systems is provided in [54] where a nonlinear
controller was designed to guarantee the convergence to zero of the inter-vehicular error in
a nite time and it was shown that the converging time depends on the network topology.
It is noted that, although nonlinear systems have been used, linear third-order models are
more often adopted for CACC design as they simplify the stability analysis of the closed-
loop system. For instance, in [39] it was proven that by including the desired acceleration
of the second lead vehicle (see also Figure 1a) into the computation of the CACC action it
is possible to ensure string stability also for time-headway smaller than the double of the
sum of the vehicle time-lags and delays, thus improving the result in [35]. More recently,
authors in [32] have proposed a systematic approach for design of the platoon control
parameters based on the study of the roots of a third order algebraic equation whose
coecients depend on the vehicle time-lag, network structure and control gains, thus
showing the coupling among control parameters, network topology and vehicle model to
achieve the cooperative platoon motion. In [53] authors extended the previous analysis
to prove that by enlarging information topology (i.e., adding communication links to the
bidirectional topology) stability margin can be made dependent on the number of the
vehicles in the platoon, thus improving the result in [31] for double-integrators vehicle
model.
It is remarked that the longitudinal vehicle models discussed above are used to design
CACC strategies to impose the synchronised motion to a eet of consecutive vehicles.
The output of these control algorithms is then imposed to the vehicle by low-level con-
trollers [44, 45] (see also Figure 2). As the control variables of low-level controllers are
the inputs to the vehicle actuators (e.g. throttle opening and the braking system), their
design requires more detailed longitudinal vehicle models which also include the engine
dynamics, engine maps, speed density functions, throttle body dynamics, dynamics of the
braking system, nonlinear drag forces, rolling resistance and road slope etc. [44, 45]. The
ability of the low-level controller to impose to the vehicle the commands provided by the
upper-level controller is fundamental to achieve the cooperative motion, and controllers
with poor tracking capability might induce larger transients and steady-state spacing er-
rors, such as those numerically documented in [56], which might threaten road safety. It
is noted that parameter uncertainties, unmodeled dynamics (e.g., engine/vehicle unmod-
eled dynamics), disturbances (e.g. wind) and changes in operating speed are unavoidable
and prevent the perfect tracking of the commands generated by platoon controllers.
Consequently, the dynamics of the vehicle with the low-level controller can dier from
those predicted by using simplied longitudinal vehicle models. The mismatch between
the simplied models and those provided by vehicle/low-level controllers motivates the
use of uncertain systems subjected to bounded unknown disturbances for the CACC
design. A systematic technique to model the low-level controller and the vehicle as a
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third-order linear system with unknown but bounded parameters and disturbances for
platoon applications has been recently proposed in [45]. Specically, based on the range
of the possible variations of the vehicle parameters, in [45] the authors used a detailed
longitudinal vehicle with a nonlinear low-level controller to obtain a set of vehicle accel-
eration proles. These acceleration proles were then used to tune multiple third-order
linear models with a multiplicative uncertainty to be exploited for the design of robust
and adaptive platoon controllers, such as those presented in [57{59], which guarantee
stability also in the presence of such model uncertainties. It is noted that, for the de-
sign of control algorithms to impose the cooperative platoon motion, usually, only the
longitudinal vehicle dynamics is considered. However, for additional platoon operations,
such as side merging into a platoon and leaving a platoon, also lateral vehicle dynamics
must be modelled for the generation and tracking of lateral feasible trajectories [60, 61].
Lateral vehicle dynamic models are discussed in Section 3 for the planning and tracking
of lateral manoeuvres for lane changes. These models are also those used for platoon
functionalities that require lateral movements, thus the reader is referred to Section 3
for further details on lateral vehicle models for CAVs.
Finally, it is remarked that although V2X communication systems can help in ensuring
string stability with reduced inter-vehicular gaps, the control of platoons in the presence
of network imperfections (such as time varying and uncertain communication delays, and
packet loss) is still a challenging open problem. Furthermore, even though several numer-
ical studies have conrmed that organising vehicles in platoons increases fuel economy
and road capacity; systematic platoon strategies for achieving a suitable compromise be-
tween safety and performance based on system parameters (e.g. inter-vehicular distance,
platoon speed, network latency, and packet drop rate) are not available in the current
literature.
3. Lane Change
Lane changes are common manoeuvres on highways and have a signicant impact on
transportation trac ow and safety as they can induce speed and trac ow oscillations
especially in dense trac situations [62]. Furthermore, vehicles performing lane changes
act as moving obstructions which increase trac shock waves and reduce safety [62].
Vehicles that can autonomously perform high speed manoeuvres have the potential to
reduce the risk of lane change crashes, thus improving trac safety [63]. However, to
autonomously perform a lane change, it is essential that a vehicle can determine if,
when, and how to perform a lane change. The decisions that govern \if" a lane change
is required are dependent on factors such as (i) legislation, (ii) route plan, (iii) trac
conditions, etc. Once the decision to perform a lane change has been made, it is the
need to identify the right instant i.e., \when" to initiate and terminate this manoeuvre
to maintain both safety, comfort of the occupants and other road users. Finally, once the
time and spatial boundaries are computed, the important task of actually performing i.e.,
\how" the lane change needs to be tackled by the CAV. Various approaches proposed in
literature for performing these tasks are discussed in further detail below.
According to [64], two types of lane change are possible: (a) discretionary lane change
(DLC) and (b) mandatory lane change (MLC). MLCs are either imposed by the trac
rules or by vehicles destinations to follow their desired route, e.g. for the correct selection
of the lane for merging onto the highway from an on-ramp or taking an exit o-ramp.
Contrary, for DLCs the change of lane is performed if the trac situation is perceived as
better in the destination lane (also denoted as the target lane); for example, allowing the
9
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Lane 2
Lane 1
Direction of propagation of braking effects
SV PV
Slow vehicle
Figure 3. The trac scenario, where a leading vehicle (c7) in the preceding trac runs slowly that aects the
trac ows on lane 1. The lane change and speeding behaviour of the subject vehicle (SV) (based on the scheme
in [68]).
subject vehicle to maintain or increase speed or to pass a sequence of moving vehicles
with a possible return to the origin lane (overtaking). A fundamental step in any DLC is
the Lane Selection [64], which is dened as the process of choosing the target lane through
foreseeing an improvement in the driving condition. Autonomous vehicles can select the
target lane based only on the data collected from nearest vehicles, i.e., those within the
line of sight of on-board sensors [65, 66]. Nevertheless, limited knowledge of the trac
ahead is a key issue to lane selection as it might generate incoherent lane change decision
making (e.g., non-benecial lane change). By assuming a V2X environment, where trac
information for both the current lane and adjacent lanes are known in advance, each
connected vehicle can select a sequence of lane changes over a given horizon with the aim
to optimise an individual cost function (travel time, driver comfort etc.) This approach
for lane selection has been used in [67, 68] where an optimal strategy has been exploited
to compute both the optimal lane and acceleration of the subject vehicle, over a nite
horizon to minimise a cost function related to the driving eciency and comfort. The
eectiveness of including trac information of an entire road segment for the optimal
selection of the target lane has been proven numerically in [68] in which two simulation
case-studies were considered. In the rst scenario, shown in Figure 3, there is only one
subject vehicle indicated as SV. The SV is initially in lane 1 and is preceded by the
vehicles c1, c2,...,c7. Only vehicle c1, also indicated as PV (Preceding Vehicle) in Figure
3, is in view of the subject vehicle (see also Figure 3). The 7th preceding vehicle (c7),
which is beyond the sight of the SV, suddenly decelerates between t = 2 s to t = 5 s and
its velocity drops from 60 km/h to 35 km/h and then continues moving slowly. This slow
vehicle gradually aects the trac downstream, e.g. from the 6th vehicle (c6) towards
the 1st vehicle c1. The scenario described in Figure 3 is then analysed considering the
following cases, (i) on road vehicles are not connected and the subject vehicle senses only
the position of vehicle c1 and lane selection is performed by using a set of rules; (ii)
a connected environment is assumed and the subject vehicle can sense in advance the
velocity reduction of vehicle c7 via communication networks and use this information to
change its longitudinal and lateral motions before vehicle c1 starts to slow down.
Numerical results show that in the case where the subject vehicle does not have a view
of trac conditions on the road segment beyond its sight (case (i)), it must reduce its
velocity from about 58 km/h to 35 km/h (a velocity reduction of about 40%) before
initiating a lane change manoeuvre at t = 30 s. But, when trac information is included
(case (ii)), the lane change manoeuvre initiates at t = 16 s and the velocity for the subject
vehicle is reduced at most by 17.25%. Intuitively, the latter vehicle response improves
both the average vehicle speed and fuel economy as well. When the optimal lane change
is used, the average velocity increases about 7.72% while fuel consumption is reduced
about 40%. For accurately evaluating fuel reduction in more realistic conditions, a mixed
scenario was also simulated where a road segment of 2 km was considered with three lanes
including a merging lane. Energy consumption on the road segment was evaluated for
dierent penetration rates. In addition, results were compared with respect to the cases:
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(a) no vehicle is equipped with the optimal selection of the target lane and (b) some
vehicles adopt Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC). Numerical results showed
that the optimal lane selection based on trac information always provides better per-
formance in terms of fuel economy with respect to the CACC by improving full economy
up to 14%. Also, with low penetration rate the optimal lane selection provides consistent
improvement of fuel economy compared with no vehicle so equipped. For instance, with a
penetration rate of 10%, a fuel economy of about 8.8% is obtained. Controlled vehicles in
a mixed scenario also improve fuel economy of conventional vehicles. For instance, when
the penetration rate is 25%, the fuel reduction of all vehicles is 9.2%. Such additional
benet is due to the intrinsic cooperation among vehicles that share the same road sec-
tion. Indeed, some of the conventional vehicles must adapt their velocity and target lane
with respect to the controlled ones to avoid collisions.
For the lane selection method described above, each vehicle selects a sequence of target
lanes using o-board data collected via V2X communication by optimising a cost function
that weights only individual performance indices (fuel consumption, travel time, etc.).
Hence, this approach does not exploit the potential of V2X communication to create
cooperative driving scenarios aiming to improve the trac ow, pollutant emissions and
fuel consumption of road networks. To improve the use of road infrastructures, in [69{71]
cooperative lane selection methods have been proposed. The common idea underlying
these methods is to measure the performance of a group of vehicles and select the set of
lanes that guarantees the minimisation of a common cost function. When these methods
are adopted, the road is divided in segments and at the beginning of each segment the
following steps are performed:
 Data collection: A group of vehicles is formed and information from each vehicle is
collected through communication links. These data can include location, speed, lane
and desired driving speed of each individual vehicle.
 Optimal target lane determination: Based on the data collected in the previous step
the target lane for each vehicle in the group is computed by minimising a collective
cost function (e.g. a cost function that includes the energy consumption or the travel
time of the group).
 Lane change execution: Each vehicle in the group executes the required lane change
within the current road segment.
For cooperative lane selection, both Centralised and Distributed solutions have been pro-
posed. Centralised algorithms use one control unit for selecting the target lanes for the
vehicles in the group and data are collected via V2I communication links, while in the
case of Distributed solutions, the set of the vehicles in the group cooperate to select the
target lanes to minimise the common cost function by using V2V communication links.
In the following, some examples from the literature are reported. In [69, 70] a distributed
optimal lane selection for minimising the travel time of a vehicle which travels on a high-
way has been proposed. The eectiveness of reducing the travel time has been shown
numerically in simulations for four-lane highway with three entries and three exit points.
Numerical results indicated that the average travel time reduction of the proposed solu-
tion depends on trac density and the percentage of cooperative vehicles. For instance,
it was shown that if the trac density is 2000 vehicle/hour with a penetration rate of
100% the average travel time reduction would be 14.3% compared with the case that no
vehicle is connected, while it would be 6.25% if the penetration rate is 50%. On the other
hand, with considering a trac density of 6000 vehicle/hour with 100% penetration, the
maximum fuel reduction would be 8.8% compared with the case where no vehicle is con-
nected. In [71] a centralised cooperative lane selection has been proposed to minimise the
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travel time of the group. The method was tested numerically for a highway segment 2000
meters long. Furthermore, dierent volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratios, ranging from 0.5 to
0.95, were considered. Notice that the V/C ratio is a measurement of the trac status
based on the current trac volume and capacity of the road segment, which is dened as
the maximum number of vehicles per unit time which can be accommodated on the road
segment under given conditions, e.g. a given time headway between consecutive vehicles
[72]. Simulation results conrmed a travel time reduction of up to 3.79% when the V/C
ratio is 0.7. The reduced traveling time has an eect also on the fuel consumption and
pollutant emission with reductions about 2.2% and 19%, respectively.
Analysis of the literature has shown that lane changes resulting from limited infor-
mation and lack of cooperation among of road vehicles have an impact of the trac
ow, travel time and fuel consumption. Through the use of CAVs, it is possible to; (i)
improve the lane selection process of individual vehicles by using o-board trac data
and (ii) enable cooperative scenario where a group of vehicles collaboratively choose
their target lane. However, lane selection solutions which use V2X communication only
for gathering additional o-board information do not completely exploit the potential
of communication channels to create cooperative driving scenarios where sets of vehicles
decide together future actions to improve the overall trac. The results presented in
this section have shown that cooperative lane selection is possible and it is benecial for
eets of vehicle to increase fuel eciency and to reduce travel time thereby increasing
road throughput. On the other hand, the concept of deciding a set of target lanes by
optimising a single cost function for a group of vehicles implies that some of the vehicles
in the group might worsen their performance (e.g. fuel consumption, traveling time etc)
with respect to the case of no cooperation. Consequently, this approach might be used
by road authorities to improve trac but it might not be suitable for controlling indi-
vidual vehicles which might aim to get individual benet (unless individual benets can
be demonstrated as well). Finally, even though individually based and cooperative lane
selections supported by V2X communication have shown to provide similar benets, it
is not possible to compare them quantitatively. The results presented depend on a range
of factors such as the simulator, trac scenario, control strategy etc. which makes a
systematic comparison impossible.
Once the decision (either MLC or DLC) to perform a lane-change has been made,
the autonomous vehicle needs to (i) generate a feasible collision-free trajectory in real
time, and (ii) track this trajectory as closely as possible by applying appropriate amount
steering, acceleration and braking action. Performing an autonomous lane change ma-
noeuvre is a challenging task as it combines both lateral and longitudinal motion of a
subject vehicle while avoiding collisions with other road users [73]. The two control tasks
mentioned above for achieving this goal are divided into (i) trajectory planning, and (ii)
trajectory tracking. A general control architecture to depict the closed-loop structure is
shown in Figure 4 [74{79]. The trajectory planning controller perceives the environment,
monitors vehicle states (longitudinal and lateral positions, longitudinal and lateral veloc-
ities, longitudinal and lateral accelerations, and heading) and computes safe and feasible
trajectories (e.g., reference velocity, vref , longitudinal and lateral position, denoted in
Figure 4 as Xref and Yref , respectively) for the vehicle to track [80]. The trajectory track-
ing controller then computes, via feedback algorithms based on the tracking error, the
necessary torque (ref) and steering inputs (ref) required to track the reference, despite
possible measurement noise, un-modelled dynamics, parametric uncertainties which may
or may not be accounted for by the trajectory planning controller.
An autonomous vehicle performing lane changes at high speeds requires that vehicle
dynamics and constraints are considered while planning trajectories so that in addition
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Figure 4. General control architecture for an autonomous vehicle (V2X block with dot-dash boundary: optional
functionality)
to being safe are also feasible. Thus for autonomous high-speed driving, the vehicle model
provides two pivotal functions, (i) vehicle system simulation, and (ii) design and investi-
gation of controller properties [81]. A variety of vehicle models ranging from point-mass
model all the way to multi-body models have been developed and the ones relevant for
controller design have been documented in [30]. Since, the lateral dynamics of a vehicle
has a nonlinear dependence on the longitudinal velocity, vehicle models that provide a
suitable trade-o between model accuracy and delity need to be used for trajectory
planning. A comprehensive review of dierent trajectory planning techniques in [82]
shows that there are three vehicle models namely (i)the point-mass model, (ii) the linear
kinematic bicycle model, and (iii) the non-linear kinematic bicycle model which are most
commonly used by researchers. Among these, the point-mass vehicle model does not in-
corporate any lateral and yaw dynamics of the vehicle and hence trajectories involving
lateral motion that were generated using this model were often found to be unfeasible
under certain conditions (especially at high speeds and/or low friction coecient). The
two bicycle models mentioned above capture the lateral and yaw dynamics by modelling
them using geometrical relationships. This additional system dynamics means that kine-
matic bicycle models are suitable for trajectory planning even in conditions of high speed
and low friction coecient [78].
As explained above, the planned trajectory is provided as the reference to the tracking
controller to be accurately tracked while maintaining also state and input constraints.
A comprehensive review of trajectory tracking control on the aspects of choice of vehi-
cle model, control strategies, and controller performance criteria has been performed in
[81]. The review demonstrated that geometric models based on Ackermann steering are
not suitable for high-speed trajectory tracking due to their inability to include vehicle
dynamics (e.g., acceleration and velocity). Additionally, it is highlighted that kinematic
models (bicycle or four-wheel) are also unsuitable for high-speed trajectory tracking as
they are inaccurate due to assumptions such as (i) no side-slip in tyres and/or vehicle,
and (ii) linear tyre behaviour throughout the entire range of operation. Dynamic vehicle
models (full vehicle model, half vehicle model, and bicycle model) attempt to address
these issues by incorporating additional states such as (i) vehicle side-slip angle (),
(ii) tyre side-slip (), and (iii) linear or non-linear tyre models and they were found to
provide a more accurate representation of a vehicle during high-speed driving [81]. More-
over, for manoeuvres (lane-change manoeuvre, overtaking manoeuvre, highway driving)
that require small lateral accelerations ( 0:5g) and low vehicle side-slip angles ( 5)
the tyres remain within the linear region of operation and hence, a dynamic bicycle
model (linear) is sucient to capture the relevant dynamics of a vehicle [81, 83]. As a
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result, a majority of papers in literature have used a single-track vehicle model (bicycle
model) for developing a tracking controller for performing lane change manoeuvres since
this manoeuvre is performed well within the dynamic limits of the vehicle (i.e., lateral
acceleration, vehicle side-slip, and yaw-rate) where both the vehicle as well as tyre dy-
namics can be approximated by linear models. However, while performing lane changes
at high-speeds and/or in low road friction conditions, the tyres might operate in the
non-linear region which might lead to the lateral and yaw dynamics of the system to
exhibit substantial non-linear behaviour and therefore for appropriate scenarios either
nonlinear models, linear parameter varying (LPV) models or multiple models can be
used to capture the relevant dynamic behaviour of the system [83, 84]. Out of the wide
variety of vehicle models available in literature a kinematic bicycle model and dynamic
bicycle model have been found to provide a good compromise between model complexity
and accuracy for controller design related to highway driving applications [85, 86]. For
a more detailed discussion on dierent vehicle models the reader is directed towards the
work by [81, 87{89].
4. Intersection Management
Intersections are shared areas (or conict areas) and represent bottlenecks in the traf-
c ow. They can be classied as (i) Signalised Intersections which are equipped with
trac lights, and (ii) Non-Signalised Intersections which do not have trac lights and
drivers must interact with each other. Although intersections represent a small fraction
of the road system, a noteworthy amount of fatalities occur within the area jointly used
by the intersecting streets and are mainly caused by human errors [90]. For example,
during the 10-year time period from 2005-2014, over 20% of the fatalities on EU roads
took place at intersections [91]. Furthermore, ineective intersection management (e.g.
trac lights with xed timing, stop signs etc.) can increase the time that vehicles are
stationary at junctions thereby resulting in an increase of travel time, fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions. Hence, the correct management of intersections is of utmost
importance for keeping trac safe, improving trac ow, and at the same time reducing
energy consumption, pollutant emissions, and travel time. Autonomous vehicles and their
cooperation with intelligent road intersections can reduce human mistakes and improve
the eciency of intersection management systems, thereby improving safety, energy, and
trac eciency [92]. In addition to trac timing, V2X communication systems can be
used to provide detailed vehicle information and driver's intentions of vehicles approach-
ing the intersection. Such information can be collected and exploited to anticipate the
behaviour of the vehicles, particularly those that are not within the line of sight of the on-
board systems of the subject vehicle. Therefore, this section is devoted to analysing the
working principle of Cooperative Intersection Management (CIM) systems. Hereafter, a
CIM system refers to those intersection control systems which exploit V2X communica-
tions to provide solutions to the problem of coordinating the motion of a set of vehicles
through intersections safely and eciently. The management algorithms for CIM solu-
tions are mainly based on heuristic rule-based methods [92] or optimisation based meth-
ods [93]. In the case of heuristic rule-based methods, the vehicles cooperate to pass the
intersection by using a set of xed rules implemented as an interaction protocol among
the vehicles and the coordination unit. On the other hand, optimisation-based methods
mathematically formulate a CIM problem and solve it by using tools from control theory.
It is noted that the decision variables (also known as control variables) depend on the
adopted method. They can be the timing of trac lights, time slots to each vehicle to
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pass the intersection, intersection passing sequence, acceleration and deceleration, etc. In
what follows, CIM solutions for signalised intersection and non-sigalised intersection are
analysed to identify potential benets and limitations of each method for autonomous
driving systems.
In signalised intersections, the safety requirement is usually assumed satised under
the implicit hypothesis that all the vehicles respect the trac light signals. Therefore,
the objective of CIM systems can be to reduce idling at red lights to maximise trac
ow or to improve fuel eciency. The idea behind these controlling systems is to use
information collected by means of V2X communication links to adjust vehicles motion
with the aim to reduce idling and fuel consumption at red lights. Typically, it is assumed
that vehicles approaching the intersection can communicate with the infrastructure and
receive information from the upcoming trac light. This information can be either the
current state of the trac light or the Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) signal, i.e. the
current state and timing of the upcoming trac light. Based on this information, the
velocity prole of each vehicle is accordingly modied to pass the intersection during
green light windows. Example of rule based methods for computing the vehicles speed
prole can be found in [94] and [95]. Usually, rule based methods compute the vehicle
speed prole based on the current state of the upcoming trac light and do not consider
vehicle dynamics within the design criteria. Conversely, when optimisation methods are
used, the speed proles are the solutions of dynamic constrained optimisation problems
where the objective is to reduce the fuel consumption over the whole trip [96] and [97]
or to minimise the travel time [98] and [99]. In this case, common constraints of an op-
timisation problem are longitudinal vehicle dynamics, maximum allowed vehicle speed,
inter-vehicular distance, and acceleration/deceleration capability of a vehicle. Further-
more, the accuracy of the optimisation algorithms can be enhanced if the precise position
of trac lights along the path, the SPaT information of trac lights, and upcoming road
parameters (e.g. road surface friction, maximum speed velocity) are known. Therefore,
V2X communication systems have the potential to enhance the accuracy and eciency
of current optimisation algorithms by providing to a subject vehicle upcoming environ-
mental and SPaT information. However, the SPaT information cannot be accurately
obtained from trac lights that adapt their timing based on the vehicle queue in each
road segment approaching the intersection [100] and [101].
The current literature conforms that if all on-road vehicles can adjust their speed based
on SPaT information, considerable fuel reduction can be achieved compared to the case
where no vehicle is connected. For instance, in [97] it was shown that when all vehicles
are connected and follow precisely the speed prole based on the SPaT data, in the
case that the trac density is 600 vehicles/hour/lane, the average fuel reduction would
be 30% compared with the case where all vehicles are unconnected. Also, it was shown
that in the case of mixed trac scenario (i.e. a mixture of connected and human driven
vehicles), the achievable increase of fuel eciency depends on the fraction of connected
vehicles (i.e. penetration rate). Moreover, by increasing the fraction of connected vehicles
in a trac segment, unconnected vehicles are more likely to adapt their motion to match
the speed of surrounding connected vehicles where higher synchronisation of vehicle mo-
tions results in reduced stoppages at the intersection, thus bringing down overall fuel
consumption for connected as well as unconnected vehicles. However, assessing the real
benets of CIMs for signalised intersections in a mixed scenario is not trivial as results
are sensitive to the simulated scenario (e.g. number of lanes, trac ow, etc.), adopted
method for computing the speed prole, and the numerical tool used to simulate the
human driven vehicles (e.g., Car-following model; Lane-changing model). Therefore, dis-
cordant results on fuel reduction as a function of the fraction of the equipped vehicles
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are reported in the literature. For instance, in [95] the trend of the fuel consumption for
connected, unconnected, and all on-road vehicles were decreasing as a function of the
penetration rate. Furthermore, fuel consumption of connected vehicles was larger than
that of unconnected vehicles for a penetration rate less than 60%. In [102], it was noted
that if the penetration rate of connected autonomous vehicles was less than 25%, an in-
crease in fuel consumption for all road users, up to 5%, was measured. However, the fuel
eciency of the all road users became a positive increasing function for penetration rates
higher than 30%. In [97], it was observed that the average fuel consumption of connected
vehicles was always much smaller than those unconnected. However, for high density traf-
c of 900 vehicles/hour/lane, the fuel consumption of connected vehicles increased with
the penetration rate. This unwanted eect was caused by the impossibility of connected
vehicles to implement their optimal speed proles in high trac density. It is noted that
in the abovementioned research papers, only the trac light information was considered
to optimise the speed of connected autonomous vehicles. However, V2V communication
systems can be also used to gather additional information such as neighbouring vehicle
states to further improve fuel eciency. For instance, in [103] and [104], an optimisation
control algorithm which utilises both V2I (SPaT) and V2V communication was proposed.
The idea behind the approach was to adjust the motion of each connected autonomous
vehicle with respect to the velocity of its successor to possibly allow both vehicles to cross
the intersection in the same green light window. In the scenario of having a string of 15
vehicles on a road and trac lights located every 500 m, the simulation results showed
that the fuel economy of trac utilising both V2I and V2V information can be improved
by 22% compared to the case when just V2I information is available and 50% compared
to the case that the cooperation is not used. In [102], V2X communication systems were
also used to broadcast the length of the queue stopped at the upcoming trac light, thus
to adjust the vehicle motion to avoid stoppages behind trac. Numerical results showed
that by including trac data in the computation of the speed prole, it is possible to
further increase fuel eciency with respect to the case where only SPaT information was
used in mixed trac. However, this increase was limited to 2%.
In non-signalised intersection, as there are no signals or sign-posts available, vehicles
must coordinate the use of the common area within the junction. This coordination
problem is usually formulated as calculating the trajectories for individual vehicles that
allow them to safely reach their destination in a nite time. According to [105], any
solution should meet the basic requirements of safety and liveness (dened below), while
optimising performance metrics (e.g. fuel consumption, travel time, etc.). Here, safety
means that there is no collision between pairs of vehicle crossing the intersection whereas
liveness guarantees that all vehicles enter and exit the coordination area in nite time
so that permanent stops and trac deadlocks within the intersection are avoided. It is
noted that despite the management of signalised intersections in which vehicles can be
either just connected or connected autonomous, for the management of a non-signalised
intersection, a common assumption is that all vehicles are connected and autonomous.
For the management of a non-signalised intersection, Ref. [106] proposed a rule-based
approach known as resource-reservation scheme. Achievable mobility and environmental
benets were reported in [107] through testing the method for a four-way intersection.
The average delay to pass the intersection, fuel consumption, and pollutant emissions
were compared with trac lights and roundabouts. The simulation results in [107] indi-
cated that the resource-reservation method always outperform current trac lights and
roundabouts regardless of trac density. The average reduction in travel delay and fuel
consumption with respect to trac lights and roundabouts were 50% and 20%, respec-
tively. Also, pollutant emissions such as HC, NOx, CO were reduced by replacing trac
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lights with CIMs. On average, the HC reduction was 35%, while NOx and CO reduc-
tions were 33% and 43%, respectively. The application of resource-reservation method
was the subject of other research as well, e.g. [108] and [109]. However, their ndings
and results are in agreement with the outcome of [107]. Although a rule-based method
can be more eective with respect to the roundabouts and trac lights, its performance
and the safety and liveness requirements are not guaranteed for events which have not
been considered in rule denitions. As a result, the general lack of formal guarantees in
terms of the object and constraints form the main weakness of rule-based solutions [105].
On the other hand, the main idea behind optimisation-based methods is to reformulate
the problem of coordinating a set of vehicles through an intersection as an optimisation
control problem [105]. The requirements of safety and liveness are recast as constraints
of the problem while minimising the performance metrics. Collision free and deadlock
free solutions are achieved by imposing constraints on the motion trajectories of vehicles.
In this approach, for each pair of vehicles, it is required that the travel trajectories do
not cross each other (safety requirement). In addition, each travel trajectory must enter
and leave the common area of the intersection in a nite time (liveness requirement).
Examples of optimisation based strategies can be found in [110{113]. In [110] and [111],
the objectives of the minimisation was the travel time and it was numerically proven
that optimal based CIMs can outperform intersections controlled thought trac lights,
roundabouts and all-way stop control in terms of fuel eciency and travel time and for
dierent road condition (dry, rainy and snowy). In [112] the target was to minimise the
overlap of the vehicles position inside the intersection zone. Namely, the acceleration
proles of the vehicles were computed such that only a limited number of vehicles are
present inside the intersection at each time instant. Numerical results showed that opti-
mal based CIMs have the potential to reduce fuel consumption with respect to intelligent
trac light, i.e. those where the timing depends on the trac queues behind the stop bar,
especially for the case when trac volumes exceed the capacities of the roads. In [113],
a multi-objective optimisation approach was used in which the cost function included a
term to penalise speed variation with respect to a speed reference, and a term to penalise
excessive acceleration/deceleration. It was numerically proven that the optimal CIM was
able to double the trac ow compared to the case where trac lights were used for
coordinating a four-way intersection. Although optimisation based approaches consider
vehicle dynamics and physical constraints to assure collision-free and deadlock-free solu-
tions, the time to reach the optimal solution exponentially increases with the number of
conict relationships among the vehicles [105, 114]. For these reasons, the optimisation-
based approach becomes numerically intractable for real-time scenarios. To address the
computation issues associated with optimisation-based methods, in [114] authors have
proposed a sub-optimal solution in which a controller calculates the occupancy time in-
terval (i.e., the optimal time instants that must be used by each vehicle to safely enter and
leave the intersection) based on shared information of trac vehicles. Then, based on the
allocated time instances, each vehicle computes its own optimal trajectory so that a local
objective is minimised. The eectiveness of the method to solve the intersection prob-
lem was demonstrated through simulations. Furthermore, a set of 1000 simulations was
analysed to assess the average time to solve the optimisation problem with and without
the proposed solution. Analysis of the simulation results showed that the average time to
solve the optimal control problem was about 10.14 s with a standard deviation of 24 s.
On the other hand, when the proposed method was applied, the average computational
time reduced to 0.043 s with a standard deviation of 0.022 s. Regarding sub-optimality
of the solution, numerical results showed that the approximated algorithm gave results
20% less accurate than an optimal solution for about 85% of the random realisations.
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The aforementioned survey for intersection management showed that integration of V2X
communication systems improved the performance of autonomous vehicles; however, the
level of achievable benets depends on the case study, simulation scenario, type of inter-
section, etc., in both signalised and non-signalised intersections. Also, it depends on the
quality of communication signals in terms of packets loss, packet errors and latency.
Contrary to the use-cases discussed in previous sections, the main focus of intersection
management is more towards accurate modelling of intersection area and trac ow
rather than modelling the detailed motion of each vehicle at the intersection. Further-
more, the primary concern for non-signalised intersections is to guarantee a collision free
path for each vehicle while for signalised intersections, it is to reduce energy consump-
tion. As a result, vehicle models at dierent levels of abstraction are utilised for each
problem and are discussed in further detail below.
For non-signalised intersections, where collision avoidance is the primary objective, it
is imperative to ascertain a vehicle's position on the road with respect to time. Further-
more, as the subject vehicle can either maintain its lane or turn at the intersection, it is
important to employ vehicle models that capture both longitudinal and lateral motion of
the vehicle. For studies based on non-signalised intersections where the vehicles cross the
intersection without turning, point-mass vehicle models, which are similar to third-order
models discussed in Section 2, are most commonly used for this purpose as they provide
a reasonable approximation of the planar motion (no vertical motion) [92, 107, 111, 113].
The position, velocity, and acceleration of the subject vehicle are the vehicle states used
to control the vehicle on given portions of the road segment [105, 112]. The road-load
equation of a vehicle to generate a state-space model of the vehicle is another technique
proposed for capturing the longitudinal dynamics of a vehicle. The application of this
vehicle model is demonstrated in [111]. Moreover, some studies also consider the possi-
bility that the vehicles can turn at the intersection and the researchers propose the use of
kinematic bicycle model as discussed in Section 3 to capture the non-holonomic motion
of a vehicle with sucient accuracy [109].
Signalised intersections pose a dierent challenge for vehicle modelling because of the
twin requirements of (i) optimising a vehicle's velocity and acceleration to reduce time
spent waiting at the signal, and (ii) reducing the amount of energy consumed in suc-
cessfully navigating through a signalised intersection. Thus, vehicle models with simple
dynamics to capture longitudinal motion and its eect on fuel consumption are com-
monly employed by researchers. The longitudinal motion of the vehicle is often modelled
using the road load equation with velocity and acceleration being the two states of the
system, i.e., the second-order model discussed in Section 2 [98, 99, 103, 104]. Moreover,
an optional third state of the system is the energy consumption that is modelled as a
function of the rst two states which is then used within the optimisation routines dis-
cussed above within this section to optimise the velocity of the vehicle while minimising
fuel consumption as part of a multi-objective optimisation problem [96, 97].
5. Vehicle Energy Management
CAVs have the potential to increase fuel economy by operating vehicles engines in re-
gions with high eciency which can result in a reduction of fuel consumption [115].
Communication channels can be exploited to provide partial or complete trip informa-
tion augmented with real time information (trac condition and weather, etc.) to the
on-board control systems. These predictions, also known as preview information, can
be then used for optimising the vehicle speed or vehicle powertrain to minimise fuel
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consumption over the entire trip [116]. Systems optimising the global vehicle speed tra-
jectory are known in the literature as Speed Advisory Systems (SAS). Global optimal
speed advisory systems provide the optimal speed prole over the entire trip, ideally
for the entire source-destination route. However, global optimal solutions are not easily
tractable since the computational burden increases exponentially with the number of
states and control variables. This drawback is known in optimisation literature as the
curse of dimensionality [117, 118]. In addition, as the trac on a road is highly dynamic
and unpredictable, each vehicle needs to periodically update its optimal velocity prole
based on the current trac condition. For these reasons, the use of o-board computing
for transportation systems has been proposed to assist vehicles with computation of the
optimal speed prole [119, 120]. When this approach for speed optimisation is adopted,
each vehicle uploads its information, e.g. destination, current velocity and position, to
an o-board computing system which computes the optimal velocity prole and sends it
back to the vehicle. For example, in [119] a cloud-based system was used as an o-board
computing system. The system was tested experimentally both for urban and highway
scenarios. For both scenarios three runs were considered : (i) the driver drove using his
normal driving style and the speed advisory system was turned-o (these runs are re-
ferred to as baseline driving); (ii) the vehicle was connected to the cloud and received
the optimal speed prole but the driver was responsible for controlling the vehicle to
impose the optimal speed (these runs are referred to as advisor following); and (iii) the
vehicle was assumed to be connected and autonomous and the optimal speed prole was
imposed through an ACC system (in this paper these runs are referred to as intelligent
adaptive cruise control). The fuel consumption reduction was computed by considering
the fuel consumption obtained via the advisor following with respect to the baseline driv-
ing, and the fuel consumption of the intelligent adaptive cruise control with respect to
the advisor following case. With respect to the baseline, the SAS improved fuel eciency
for the highway driving from 10.6% to 14.4% (with an average gain of 12.6%), while in
the case of urban driving scenario, the fuel improvement was in the range of 8.1-20.9%
with an average improvement of 12.5%. The analysis provided in [119] also shows that
by combining SAS with ACC, additional fuel reduction can be achieved. By removing
the human variability in following the advice speed, on average an additional 2% fuel
reduction is obtained for highway driving while an improvement of 6.3% can be achieved
for urban driving. The SAS proposed in [119] has been recently enhanced by IBM and
Clemson University by including trac light information [120]. Furthermore, to tackle the
computational complexity, a parallel computing system was used as an o-board system
to compute the global optimal speed prole. The optimisation algorithm implemented
by exploiting the parallel computing framework was denoted as FastVO (Fast Velocity
Optimisation). The eectiveness of the enhanced FastVO was also experimentally tested
by the authors. The fuel consumption of FastVO was compared with a global optimal
solution proposed in [119] and a Predictive Cruise Control (PCC) presented in [121]. It
is important to point out that the global optimal solution was also implemented in the
o-board system but without taking advantage of parallel computing and it does not
consider the state of the trac lights (in accordance to [119]). In addition, when PCC is
used, the vehicle receives the optimal speed prole as a function of the trac light ahead.
This solution might be dierent from the global optimal solution as the optimal velocity
prole was computed only when the vehicle is suciently close to the trac lights. In
terms of fuel consumption, the outcome of the experimental analysis showed that FastVO
is always better than that of the global optimal solution and the PCC strategy. In addi-
tion, the nal fuel reduction of FastVO with respect to the global optimal solution was
about 32% while it was about 11% with respect to the PCC strategy. These experimen-
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tal results can be explained as follows. As the solution in [119] does not consider trac
lights, vehicles can stop at intersections, thereby reducing fuel economy. Consequently,
the additional idling phases increases the fuel consumption compared with the solution
in [120]. When the PCC is used, the subject vehicle lacks the global information, and it
can only determine its own velocity prole according to the trac light ahead and hence
cannot achieve a globally optimal solution. FastVO considers trac lights and achieves
global optimal velocity proles, thus producing the least fuel consumption. The speed
advisory system based on the use of o-board computing has been recently extended to
a platoon of vehicles to further increase fuel reduction [122{124]. In [122] the optimal
platoon speed was selected as a trade-o among minimisation of the travel time, fuel
consumption and pollutant emissions. In addition to the speed, the authors adapted also
the time headway along a planned route in hilly terrain. Numerical results showed that
for a homogenous platoon (all vehicle being equal) tight platoon formation is the opti-
mal choice, but when controlling a eet of heterogeneous vehicles, the optimal spacing
depends on the road slope and the position of the vehicle in the string. Furthermore,
it was shown that, by optimising the platoon speed, the overall fuel consumption was
reduced by about 10% with respect to the case of vehicles driving alone with no platoon-
ing. In [124] the authors assumed that information about the trac state ahead can be
broadcasted through V2X communications systems. Platoons can then be informed in
advance of the presence of congestion along the road where the velocity must be reduced
in accordance to the trac level. By including velocity information of the trac ahead
in the computation of the optimal prole, it was shown by numerical simulation that a
fuel reduction up to 80% could be possible.
It is expected that future autonomous vehicles will be either fully electric or hybrid-
electric which makes analysis of cooperative energy management developed for current
electric and hybrid electric vehicle important [125]. It is noted that in the case of Hy-
brid Electric Vehicles (HEVs), eciency highly depends on the strategy for determin-
ing the split of power request between the combustion engine and the electric machine
[126]. According to the technical literature [127], energy consumption of electric and
hybrid/electric vehicles depends on the state of charge (SoC) of the battery. Using this
variable, it is possible to optimise the power split ratio between power sources. When pre-
view knowledge of driving prole is known in advance, the SoC prole can be scheduled in
advanced through an o-line optimisation. However, these methods perform poorly when
the driving route conditions change due to variations in trac conditions. This draw-
back can be overcome by connectivity as it provides access to real-time trac data which
can be used to improve the prediction of future driving cycles. The opportunity to use
real-time trac data gathered via V2X communications to reduce energy consumption
has recently been investigated for example in [128]. In this study, the average velocity
of trac was provided to the subject vehicle as preview of the trac situation ahead.
Based on these data, the subject vehicle computed the optimal SoC prole and, then,
the SoC prole was used to optimise the power split with the aim of minimising energy
consumption. In this study, the preview information was provided to the optimisation
algorithm as 1) static trac information where the vehicle obtained the trac velocity
information only once at the beginning of the trip (i.e. the rst generated SoC reference
trajectory was assumed to be relevant until the end of the trip) and 2) dynamic trac
information where vehicle obtained the trac velocity information periodically (every
300s). The energy consumption provided by the strategy was evaluated by considering a
real-world highway driving scenario based on collected trac ow data from the Mobile
Century project [129]. To better point out the benet in terms of achievable energy re-
duction, the proposed controller was compared with a heuristic-based control algorithm
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(i.e. when no trac information is available). Simulation results showed that the static
solution (i.e. algorithms with static information) reduced the fuel consumption by 1.84%
compared with a heuristic-based method. The fuel reduction was 5% with the dynamic
strategy (i.e. algorithms with dynamic information). Numerical results conrmed that
better fuel reduction can be achieved by including trac information during computation
of the SoC prole. Furthermore, the highly dynamic nature of the trac must be con-
sidered to further increase fuel economy. When trac information is used to re-compute
the optimal state of charge trajectory, the fuel economy can more than double with re-
spect to the static solution. It is remarked that, the use of trac data to improve fuel
eciently of connected hybrid vehicles has been documented also in some recent review
papers on the energy management of hybrid powertrains such as [130{132] and can be
directly applied to CAVs with hybrid or electric powertrains.
Independently from the optimisation technique, the optimisation of vehicle's fuel con-
sumption starts by dening vehicle models, consisting of its longitudinal vehicle dynam-
ics, engine and fuel consumption models. Usually, the longitudinal dynamics is modelled
by second-order systems as those discussed in Section 2 for the design of low level con-
trollers. These models are obtained by applying Newton's Second Law of motion to a
vehicle, thus establishing a relation among vehicle velocity, vehicle acceleration, vehicle's
tractive force and all opposing forces acting on the vehicle, with the most signicant
being the aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance and the gravitational force. However, ad-
ditional forces can be considered to further improve model delity, e.g., the braking force
provided by the mechanical friction brakes, retarder or exhaust brakes [119, 123] or es-
timated auxiliary power losses coming from the clutch or drivetrain or other auxiliary
devices [123]. Once the longitudinal dynamics has been dened, it is possible to relate it
to the engine speed and torque; as the tractive force is a function of the engine torque,
the gear ratio and the gearbox eciency. A gear shifting model or logic can also be added
such as the work done by [119] in order to schedule the gear shifting as well as to evaluate
its feasibility in relation to the engine speed and torque and additional power loss sources
such as those due to engine, transmission and driveshaft rotational inertia [133]. Due to
their highly nonlinear nature and parameter variation of each vehicle, fuel consumption
models are obtained by interpolating experimental data. Usually they are expressed as
functions of the engine speed and torque maps. However, several approaches have been
used for modelling the fuel consumption functions. Linear functions with coecients de-
pending on the engine speed, i.e., Willans line approximation models, have been designed
in [134], while a piecewise constant function have been proposed in [133] where the en-
gine map was divided into sub-areas with a xed fuel consumption value assigned to each
zone. Polynomials are also employed, e.g., in [119] a third order polynomial function with
coecients experimentally tuned was designed. Empirical models can also be exploited,
such as the Virginia Tech Comprehensive Power-Based Fuel Model (VT-CPFM) which
claims to estimate fuel consumption rates with actual eld measurements with a 2%
error [135]. It is noted that, if Dynamic Programming (DP) or Model Predictive Con-
trol (MPC) are used to optimise fuel eciency, no specic advantages or disadvantages
were noted among the fuel consumption models. However, if the Pontryagin Maximum
Principle (PMP) is adopted to compute the optimal solution, the VT-CPFM has the ad-
vantage that the derivative of the fuel consumption with respect to the engine torque still
depends on that torque, thus preventing bangbang solutions where the optimal control
action switches between the maximum and the minimum admissible control values [135].
Finally, the optimisation problem is completed by dening the cost function based on
the fuel consumption model and constraints such as maximum accelerations and deceler-
ations, speed limits and minimum inter-vehicular distances with respect to the preceding
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vehicle, which are imposed to the longitudinal vehicle dynamics.
A common method for minimizing the cost function over the entire trip is the DP algo-
rithm. However, this method suers from the aforementioned \curse of dimensionality"
which makes it dicult to consider the motion of the surrounding vehicles in real time,
e.g., in terms of time headway with respect to the vehicle in front. Alternatively, if pre-
dictions of the accelerations of the vehicle ahead are available over a given time horizon,
e.g., through V2X links, it is possible to use models of the longitudinal vehicle dynamics
in Section 2 to predict its motion. The prediction of the preceding vehicle motion is then
included in the optimisation of the fuel consumption of the subject vehicle as collision
avoidance constraints, and MPC techniques are used to nd the optimal solution over
the given time horizon. However, optimisation methods that consider also the dynamics
of the surrounding vehicles cannot be used for searching global optimal solutions that
extend over the entire trip. They can be exploited only over a limited time horizon where
prediction of the trac motion is valid.
To overcome the aforementioned drawbacks, recently the authors in [134, 136] have
focused on the design of two stages optimisation strategies which can use vehicle models
with dierent level of accuracy for each optimisation layer. The upper level optimizes
the global vehicle's speed prole. To reduce the computational complexity in this layer
simplied longitudinal vehicle dynamics and fuel consumption models are used and other
road participants are not considered. Then, the low level optimiser locally adjusts the
velocity prole received by the upper level over time horizons where predictions of the
motion of the surrounding vehicles are available with the aim to further optimise fuel
consumption while preserving road safety. It is noted that the lower layer can exploit
more detailed models of the vehicle, engine and fuel consumption by considering, for in-
stance, power losses due to the clutch, drivetrain and engine pumping losses. Moreover,
the reduction of the drag force acting on the longitudinal vehicle dynamics while driving
with reduced inter-vehicular distances can also be modelled in the low level optimisation
stage to increase the delity of the vehicle dynamics and the accuracy of the optimisa-
tion. It is noted that the two stage optimisation methods are particularly suitable in a
V2X environment supported by cloud computing where the cloud can be used for the
upper optimisation stage while road side units, which collect real time information of
the positon and velocity of CAVs, can host the lower layer of the optimisation technique.
Cloud assisted solutions for cooperative driving applications are also currently under
investigation within the CARMA project [15].
6. Road Friction Estimation
Autonomous vehicles are equipped with various safety systems where their precise acti-
vation is highly depended on an accurate knowledge of road friction conditions (which
depends on the road surface type and prevailing weather conditions). Autonomous vehi-
cles can use several techniques involving on-board sensors, ranging from optical, acoustic,
camera to tyre sensors and/or data fusion methods, to estimate the road friction. How-
ever, critical reviews, such as those reported in [137, 138], have pointed out that each
technique has a limited estimation accuracy due to external noises, input frequencies,
system models etc.. Furthermore, the current techniques available to autonomous vehi-
cles estimate the instantaneous road friction coecient and are not capable of estimating
upcoming road conditions. This drawback can be mitigated if vehicles on a road segment
can share their knowledge of the road condition. CAVs have the potential of improving
the accuracy of the estimation as well as providing preview information of the upcoming
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road segment condition via cooperative road friction estimations enabled by V2X comu-
nications. The general idea behind cooperative estimation is that every vehicle on a road
section can act as a potential but imprecise sensor of road condition. Using communica-
tion systems, the road friction condition sensed by a group of vehicles on a road section
can be shared and combined through data fusion algorithms to reduce the uncertainty
of the estimate and increase its accuracy. Furthermore, a cooperative estimate might be
stored and then distributed to multiple vehicles. Consequently, cooperation among vehi-
cles based on V2X communication allows (in principle) a solution to the main drawbacks
of current estimation methods and their application in safety systems for autonomous
vehicles [139]. Moreover, conventional vehicles, which are not equipped with any road
friction estimation system, can benet from an anticipated knowledge of the road friction
condition as drivers can change in advance their driving style to prevent emergency situa-
tions. For instance, V2X communications have been used by Volvo to design a system for
warning vehicles about the presence of slippery spots on roads [140]. A eet of vehicles
is used to monitor the state of the road and the presence of hazardous conditions, e.g.
presence of icy patches, is detected and distributed through a communication network to
other road users as warnings. An example of cooperative estimation of the road friction
condition was proposed in [141]. The idea behind the method is that vehicles travelling
through the same road section will experience similar road conditions. Hence, when any
vehicle traverses the road, its estimation can be collected and fused to the estimations
calculated by vehicles passing over the same road segment to create a common and better
hypothesis of the road condition. To achieve a common estimation of the road condition,
the following assumptions were made: (i) the road friction coecients are modelled as
a random variable normally distributed with an unknown mean and known bounded
variance, (ii) each vehicle traveling through the road section is equipped with a system
for estimating the road friction coecient, and (iii) the instantaneous estimation of the
road friction for each vehicle is also normally distributed and the upper-bound for its
variance is known. The road friction was modelled as a random variable to consider pos-
sible variations of this coecient from one vehicle to another due to dierent types of
vehicles. The authors proposed to estimate a lower bound of the friction condition such
that the road friction coecient experienced by each vehicle is above this bound with a
given probability. The authors pointed out that the time to achieve satisfactory accuracy
with the cooperative estimation depends on the number of participating vehicles and
therefore the proportion of connected vehicles. For instance, in the case of trac ow of
2000 vehicle/h with 10% of the vehicle participating in the common estimation process,
about 13 minutes are required to re-establish a satisfactory estimation of the road condi-
tion after a sudden drop in road friction. However, a detailed analysis of converge time of
the proposed algorithm in dierent mixing trac scenarios is missing. Furthermore, au-
thors did not specify the on-board road friction estimator for the implementation of the
cooperative fusion technique. However, to meet the requirement of normally distributed
on-board estimates, Kalman-based data fusion methods can be exploited as they guaran-
tee that the estimation error is a Gaussian, i.e. normal, random variable. Consequently,
several algorithms available in the literature, such as those presented in [142{146] can
be adopted for implementing the cooperative strategy in [141]. Usually, when Kalman
strategy are used, the road friction coecient is estimated together with other measures
for vehicle dynamics such as vehicle sideslip angle, wheel sideslip angles and wheel slip
ratios, and forces acting on tyres. Consequently, more detailed vehicle models compared
to those discussed in Sections 2 and 3 are designed for reproducing the vehicle motion
while capturing tyre dynamics. For instance, in [143] the second-order nonlinear longitu-
dinal vehicle model discussed in Section 2 is augmented with the dynamics of the wheels,
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i.e., the wheel's angular velocity and the wheel's longitudinal slip, which in turn provide
the longitudinal tyre force in accordance to the Pacejka model. Moreover, detailed lat-
eral vehicle dynamics for the road friction estimation via Kaman ltering strategies has
been considered in [142, 144{146]. In these works four wheel vehicle models have been
designed to capture the dynamics of the yaw rate, lateral forces acting on the wheels,
sideslip angles and slip ratios of the wheels, thus providing a more detailed description
of the vehicle behaviour compared to that given by bicycle vehicle models discussed for
lane change in Section 3.
As another example, an approach to cooperatively estimating road friction was pre-
sented in [147, 148]. The idea is to increase the precision of the estimation of the road
friction coecient available to a given eet of vehicles that can exchange information
by exploiting V2V communication channels. In the proposed framework, each vehicle
in the eet runs a dual-rate estimation scheme composed of (i) a low-level individual
vehicle dynamics based estimation scheme, and (ii) an upper-level cooperative estima-
tion scheme. The low-level individual parameter identication algorithm generates the
individual high-rate estimate by using a dynamic model of the tyres and velocity based
signals. The upper-level cooperative estimation scheme is fed periodically by the individ-
ual high-rate crude estimates, and it is used to converge to a common estimate among
the vehicles. It is noted that, a longitudinal slip-based road friction estimation method
was used as the low-level estimation system. As required by this estimation technique,
a regression model of the longitudinal vehicle slips and longitudinal tyre forces, which
is linear in the friction coecient, was found and exploited to design a Least-Square
(LS) identication strategy (the reader is referred to [138] for an overview of longitudinal
and lateral slip-based road friction estimation methods). It is noted that, compared to
Kalman lter methods, the design of slip-based strategies require less detailed vehicle dy-
namic models as they only focus on the estimation of the road friction coecient rather
than the entire vehicle state. However, the estimation accuracy depends on the ampli-
tude and the frequency spectrum of the vehicle slips. For instance, the accuracy reduces
for small values of the slips when the amplitude of measurement noise of wheel-speed
sensors become comparable to the slip values [149]. Furthermore, LS methods might fail
in case the variability of the vehicle slip proles is not large enough (i.e., when vehicle slip
proles do not verify persistent excitation conditions) thus preventing the convergence
of the LS-algorithms [147].
The eectiveness of the cooperative method in [147, 148] to improve the estimation
of the road friction coecient provided by slip-based identicaiton tecniques was proven
numerically where a eet of ve vehicles was considered. A numerical investigation for
dierent road conditions revealed that the proposed cooperative estimation can enhance
the estimation of the road friction coecient by up to 34% with respect to the case the
slip-based identicaiton method is performed by each vehicle individually and without
any shared information. Furthermore, as a case study, a cooperative algorithm was em-
ployed by a collision avoidance controller to generate feasible longitudinal and lateral
vehicle accelerations. The controller was then numerically tested for a scenario where the
subject vehicle had to avoid two consecutive xed obstacles. For this scenario, numerical
results showed that an accurate estimation of the road friction coecient was fundamen-
tal to avoid collisions for slippery roads. It was shown that when the low-level estimation
method was used without any correction, the estimation error during the evasive ma-
noeuvre was about 10%, but this accuracy was not sucient to avoid a collision. On the
other hand, when a cooperative approach was exploited, the residual estimation error
was smaller than 3% and the vehicle could successfully perform the evasive manoeuvre.
Thus, literature exists with some attempts to cooperatively estimate the road friction
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coecient for autonomous vehicles which are supported by promising numerical results.
However, no experimental evidence of the eectiveness of these cooperative schemes has
been provided. Furthermore, it is noted that the tyre-road friction not only depends on
road conditions but also on tyre conditions. It might be interesting to see how much the
tyre-road friction coecient varies for a variety of tyres and vehicles [150]. So far it is
expected that the spread is not very signicant, therefore, the cooperative methods can
provide at least some general warning of possible danger on the road ahead [151, 152].
However, besides tyre-road friction also the hydroplaning phenomenon should be consid-
ered. Hydroplaning might be observed as very low friction, but it is a dierent physical
phenomenon and it strongly depends on velocity, tread depth and vehicle weight. Conse-
quently larger dierences might occur between vehicles in hydroplaning cases. Therefore
ideally, besides a friction number also the road condition should be estimated and commu-
nicated between vehicles. Hence, the question of understanding if cooperative estimation
of road friction is benecial for autonomous driving scenarios is still open. As a possi-
ble approach for creating a cooperative estimate of road condition for a eet of vehicles
with large dierence in the tyre-road friction coecients, it is envisioned to augment
the information available to on-board vehicle dynamics based estimation systems with
environmental sensors data gathered by the eet. Environmental sensors, such as cam-
eras, optical and radio frequency based sensors utilise changes in the signal reectance,
polarization and absorption properties caused by the road surface. For instance, optical
sensors can sense if a road is slippery by analysing how beams of light are scattered
and absorbed by the road surface, while cameras can discern the road type based on
pixel luminance levels. The advantage of using environmental sensors is that in principle
they might provide an estimate of the road condition independently from the tyre condi-
tion and vehicle motion (e.g., they work also for stationary vehicles). Consequently, data
gathered from a eet of vehicles can be cooperatively fused and become then the input
of machine learning algorithms to provide a preliminary common hypothesis on the road
friction level and road condition. However, as environmental based sensors capture only
road features without considering tyre dynamics, the common estimates must be further
adjusted for each vehicle in the eet with on-board sensor data to create an individual
and customised estimation of the friction level. For instance, if slip-based methods are
locally used, the cooperative estimate can become the initial guess of LS algorithms to
improve their convergence, while if Kalman-based methods are exploited, the coopera-
tive hypothesis on the road condition can be considered as the output of a noisy sensor
of the road friction coecient to be fused together with other on-board measurements
to reduce its uncertainty. Furthermore, each vehicle might store a database containing
time histories of the local friction estimate, on-board sensor readings (e.g., tyre slips and
estimate tyre forces), cooperative friction estimates and environmental readings. This
friction database can then be used to train machine learning techniques to predict the
road friction of the upcoming road section based on the environmental sensor data of
CAVs travelling on the next road segment. It is noted that the possibility of merging
on-board and environmental sensor data together has been investigated for instance in
[149] within the European project FRICTION. In this project, information from optical
sensors, camera, tyre-sensors is fused together with the road friction estimates provided
by vehicle dynamics based methods with the aim of improving the estimation accuracy.
The practical benet of an improved friction estimation was then demonstrated for the
case of collision mitigation systems. On the other hand, the authors in [153] have recently
proposed a machine learning based method which uses environmental sensor data for road
friction predictions from a eet of connected vehicles. The problem was formulated as a
classication task to predict the friction class (slippery or non-slippery) for a sequence
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of road sections. However, the output of the classier was used only for warning and its
use for CAVs applications in adverse conditions was not investigated. Hence, additional
research towards the merging of approaches such as those presented in [149] and [153]
are expected in the near future.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, ve use-cases have been analysed with the aim investigating the potential
benets and associated limitations of connected autonomous vehicles which leverage o-
board vehicle data obtained through communication channels. The use-cases analysed
cover dierent areas of connected autonomous vehicles and common features of these
use-cases are drawn below:
 V2X channels can broaden the sensory horizon of autonomous vehicles by providing
additional o-board information (vehicles and features beyond the line of sight, tim-
ing of trac lights, preview of road friction coecient etc.). However, the achievable
benets in terms of trac safety, fuel eciency, and trac ow in a connected en-
vironment depend on how this additional information is used by a vehicles control
system. Therefore, control algorithms play a pivotal role in intelligently utilising V2X
channels.
 In addition to a vehicle's internal states, o-board information (e.g. trac light timing
and velocity of trac ahead) can help improve energy eciency. Furthermore, it has
been shown that fuel reduction can also be achieved by performing manoeuvres cooper-
atively. For instance, in the case of non-signalised intersections, vehicles can collaborate
to ensure collision avoidance. In addition, cooperation also reduces the stationary wait
times at signalised and non-signalised intersections which helps in reduction of fuel
consumption. Similarly, cooperative techniques to equalise the velocities of vehicles
over a road segment remove excessive accelerations/decelerations which result in an
increase in the global fuel eciency.
 In the case of a mixed scenario (of cooperative and non-cooperative vehicles), achiev-
able benets through cooperation not only depend on the control/estimation algo-
rithms, but also on the penetration rate and the trac scenario (e.g. trac density,
numbers of lane etc.). In addition, human driven vehicles can also benet from the
presence of connected autonomous vehicles (for instance in terms of fuel reduction).
Such additional benet is due to the intrinsic cooperation among vehicles that share
the same road section.
 Although results discussed throughout the paper conrm that connected autonomous
vehicles have the potential to improve trac safety, fuel eciency and trac ow,
most of the results have been obtained through simulation under assumptions that
might be not completely fullled in a real environment, e.g. (i) ideal working condi-
tions of the communication channel (e.g. no packet loss, communication failure, noise,
etc.), (ii) perfect knowledge of vehicle dynamics (vehicle parameters, road friction con-
dition etc.), (iii) perfect knowledge of the positions of the vehicles. Hence, additional
investigation is required to understand how the afore-mentioned uncertainties aect
cooperating driving scenarios.
Although beyond the scope of the paper, it is noted that, from a computer science
prospective, cybersecurity is an active research area for connected autonomous vehicles.
Information shared among CAVs in cooperative driving scenarios must be protected
from cyber-attacks to guarantee road safety and privacy of CAVs and other road users.
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The ongoing research on CAVs as cooperative mobile computing systems focuses to
identify the cyber threats and to design strategies for preventing damages caused by
such cyber-attacks. Cyber threats and attacks studied in the literature include: (a)
impersonation attack (the attacker pretends to be a legitimate vehicle with the aim
to send false messages); (b) message spoong (the attacker sends false messages to
spread wrong information in the network); (c) spamming attack (useless messages are
spread to increase the transmission latency and bandwidth usage); (d) sybil attack
(the attacker pretends to have multiple identities and act as if it were a large eet
of CAVs), and (e) message tampering (the attacker aims to drop, modify or corrupt
the messages sent by legitimate vehicles to prevent other vehicles to know the origi-
nal data). Requirements for cybersecurity solutions for improving trustworthiness of
information source ranges from (i) authentication (vehicles must use messages trans-
mitted only by legitimate network), (ii) non-repudiation (if required a sender must not
deny a transmission of a message), to (ii) integrity (received messages are the same as
the original messages and they have not been altered during the transmission). The
reader is referred to recent surveys on cybersecurity for CAVs [154{157] available in
the computer science literature on mobile computing for a detailed and comprehensive
analysis of the cyber threats and the corresponding solutions.
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